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security group compared with, say, inves-
tigations and audit, which have far more 
specific duties. Asset protection also already 
included the physical security function. 

But focusing on asset protection meant 
elevating the function and bringing non-
physical security functions into the fold. 
Morgan’s plan would reduce risk by unify-
ing policies and procedures, and also create 
efficiencies by reducing redundant efforts 
in different divisions. For example, why not 

combine access control to buildings with 
access control to network assets? A project 
like that (T-Mobile is still working on this) 
can work only if the physical and IT secu-
rity teams are working together under the 
same boss.

Unifying the security front also served 
as a preemptive response to increasing 
regulatory pressures. “The [Federal Com-
munications Commission], payment card 
industry, privacy [regulations], both at the 
federal and state level, all of this is com-
ing at us and we need to be able to deal 
with it in a cohesive manner,” says Telders. 
Another way to say this is, if you’re going to 
get audited, best to be audited once in one 
place. Having security spread all over also 
increases the likelihood that audits will turn 
up less-than-best practices, since it’s harder 
to control security and apply policy when 
security is distributed.

With the focal point created, Morgan 
needed a leader. He recruited Porcaro. “The 
buckets were pretty well-defined when I 
interviewed,” he says. “Mike had a pretty 
clear sense of what he saw under the asset 

protection umbrella.” And what he saw is 
displayed in “Chart 2: Renaissance,” this 
page.

A chart like that could make someone 
interviewing for the director of asset pro-
tection job flee in fear for the amount of 
heavy lifting that it implies is to come. Mor-
gan may have known what he wanted, but 
as Chart 2 makes clear, he didn’t actually 
have half of it—both the business continu-
ity management (BCM) and information 

security groups needed to be created from 
scratch. And the other half, safety and asset 
protection, would have to be redeployed—
asset protection coming from accounting 
and safety transferring from legal—and 
then suffer through convergence with infor-
mation security. And speaking of informa-
tion security, “other than putting it in a box 
[on the org chart], we didn’t know how it 
would look or how it would take life at all,” 
Porcaro says. In other words, the informa-
tion security department wasn’t even really 
an idea yet.

Morgan has compared his plan to chang-
ing all four tires on a car going 70 mph on 
a busy highway. But Porcaro didn’t flee; 
despite the quixotic overtones of the job 
he was applying for, he says he relished the 
opportunity.

There was one other absurdity: The 
entire asset protection function itself was 
moved, from finance and accounting to 
Morgan’s RM&A, where it would sit parallel 
to other security-related functions such as 
internal audit and fraud prevention. He was 
trying to create in RM&A the same gravity 

he wanted to create within asset protec-
tion—think of asset protection as a planet 
with moons and RM&A as a solar system 
with other planets and moons. 

Today, a year after Porcaro bought into 
Morgan’s four-bucket vision (Chart 2), T-
Mobile’s asset protection function, in con-
text, looks like “Chart 3: Enlightenment,” 
Page 36.

This chart shows that the makeover is 
not nearly complete, but asset protection 
has made marked progress in a year. Bring-
ing all these functions closer together on an 
organization chart also brings them closer 
together in the world, and Porcaro, Telders 
and Roberts report that the physical prox-
imity is profoundly effective, especially in 
the design phase. “We’re building processes 
that have to have the experts from each area 
in the same room talking,” says Telders.

Convergence visible 
Notable, all three executives say, is how 
much they’ve converged physical and infor-
mation security. 

Roberts’ security services group, which 
used to be the physical security func-
tion called asset protection, now includes 
responsibilities for both physical and IT 
security operations. The business conti-
nuity management function, created out 
of whole cloth, also bridges physical and 
IT security. (BCM is cleverly divided, with 
a “fire inspector” continuity planning role 
and a “firefighter” crisis management role.) 

“The efficiencies you find are amazing,” Por-
caro says, noting that even in areas he didn’t 
expect convergence to play a role, it has. 
For example, T-Mobile is building a 24/7 
communications center for coordinating 
emergencies. Having IT and physical secu-
rity together in the planning and designing 
phase has helped them see how the two will 
work together in the center. “Look,” Porcaro 
says, “in a crisis—a network outage, a kid-
napping—it doesn’t matter, you have to pull 
on both physical and IT security strings.”

The efficiencies Porcaro and company 
can create extend beyond the obvious. 

“Even the RFP process is affected,” Roberts 
says. “The RFP for a single badge access 
solution is changed based on the fact we’ve 

Chart 2: Renaissance
T-Mobile’s first vision of a unified security department
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